GIANT CELL TUMOUR OF TENDON SHEATH OF THE ANKLE – A CASE REPORT
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ABSTRACT

Aim: To study an ankle swelling following a trivial trauma in a young female.

Case Report: A 30 year old patient presented with pain and swelling in the right ankle following a trivial injury 4 months back. Radiograph showed soft tissue swelling and USG showed a cystic swelling over the extensor tendon. We did an excision biopsy and the histopathology report was consistent with Giant Cell Tumour of the tendon sheath.

Discussion: Giant cell tumour of the tendon sheath is a benign tumour usually arising in the limbs. It occurs more commonly in the hand and rarely in the foot. Patients usually present to the hospital because of pain and swelling. The masses arising from the tendons are of soft tissue density and calcification is uncommon. GCT-TS is histologically similar to pigmented villonodularsynovitis as haemosiderin deposits and numerous macrophages are seen in both.

Conclusion: Giant Cell Tumours of tendon sheath are similar to pigmented villo nodular synovitis (PVNS). They are the second most common benign tumor next to ganglions. The treatment is surgical excision of the mass.
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INTRODUCTION

Giant cell tumour of the tendon sheath (GCT-TS) isa benign solitary tumour that occurs more often in the hand and less commonly in the foot. There are 2 types: the localized type which is more common and the diffuse type which is rare. The diffuse type is considered to be the localized form of pigmented villonodularsynovitis (PVNS) of tendons. When the pathology is in the joint it is called PVNS. Both are benign-proliferative conditions of unknown etiology that tend to affect patients younger than 40 years old. The diffuse form can be aggressive locally and has a high recurrence rate.

GCT-TS and PVNS are histopathologically similar, but clinically distinct. Mononuclear and giant cells histologically resemble osteoclasts and are non-neoplastic. Final diagnosis relies on a pathology specimen from excision although a recent study indicates that a fine-needle aspiration may provide a reliable diagnosis.

The mass will often be hypervascular on Doppler imaging with ultrasound. Ultrasound may confirm the presence of a soft tissue tumor adjacent to a tendon but it can be difficult to differentiate between a solid and a cystic mass accurately.

MRI appearance of these extra-articular lesions (and PVNS) are distinctive compared to other soft tissue tumors because of the intermediate to low signal intensity areas on both T1- and T2-weighted images. This reflects the hemosiderin deposition that is common to GCT-TS and PVNS tumors (although PVNS tends to have higher hemosiderin content and therefore tends to be darker).

CASE REPORT

A 30 year female patient named Mrs. Gowri presented to the Orthopaedics OPD of Mahatma Gandhi Medical College and Research Institute Pondicherry, with pain and swelling over her right ankle for 4 months. She gave a history of trivial twisting injury to her ankle 4 months back. Following the injury she developed a small swelling which gradually increased in size. On examination there was a swelling over the anterior aspect of the lateral malleolus measuring 3 x 3 centimeters. Tenderness was present over the swelling. The swelling was firm to hard in consistency, mobile, non pulsatile and the skin over the swelling was pinchable.
Radiograph of right ankle revealed soft tissue swelling below the lateral malleolus. USG showed cystic swelling due to hematoma over the extensor tendon.

We planned an excision biopsy. Intra-operatively the swelling measured 3 x 3 cm and was found over the extensor digitorum tendon (Fig. 1). It was firm in consistency and haemorrhagic. No fluid collection was seen.

The excised mass (Fig.2) was sent for histopathological examination. The histopathological changes were typical of GCT-TS with the presence of numerous fibroblasts, macrophages and scattered giant cells.

**DISCUSSION**

Patients affected by giant cell tumour usually present to the hospital because of pain and swelling. Radiographic assessment involves both anteroposterior and laterolateral views of the affected limb and compared with films of the contralateral side. During the evolution, masses arising from the tendons are of soft tissue density. Calcification is uncommon.

Trauma is considered to be one of the etiological factors in GCT. Rodrigues et al. (7) reported a history of trauma in 21% cases of GCT-TS of the hand. Our patient also gave a history of twisting injury to her ankle.

GCT-TS is histologically similar to pigmented villonodular synovitis as haemosiderin deposits and numerous macrophages are seen in both.

**CONCLUSION**

Giant Cell Tumours of tendon sheath are not really tumors but reactive lesions which are similar to PVNS. They can arise from the synovium instead of the tendon sheath. They are the second most common benign tumor next to ganglions. The treatment is surgical excision of the mass.
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